Dark current transients measured by changing the voltage bias in a stepwise fashion on CdTe cells results in minutes-long transients after each step. Transients measured at room temperature are controlled by carrier trapping that corresponds to the well known voltage transient phenomena [I]. Transients measured on the same CdTe cell at elevated temperature (60°C and 90%) show the emergence of a second much slower process. We associate this second process with "shunt" current paths induced by reverse bias and removed with forward bias [Z]. A different back contact process may produce an opposite voltage dependence. The lack of these transients may be required for the fabrication of "stable" thin-film CdTe solar cells.
In the past, current transients taken at room temperature lasting hundreds of seconds resulting from stepwise changes in voltage bias were used to study metastable shunt paths in a-Si:H single and triplejunction solar cells [2] . In single-junction cells, the authors saw stepwise current changes that increased in size and number with reverse bias and that could be removed with forward bias. The stepwise, on-and-off switching is due to a discrete shunt path conduction mechanism. The kinetics of these metastable shunt paths show that both the "onstate" and the "off-state" possess memory. The longer they are on and conducting, the longer the turn-off time. After repeated switching they remain on, and the cell becomes shunted. In a-Si:H cells, the abrupt steps and the ability to switch between a conducting "on-state" and a nonconducting "offstate" by changing the sign of the bias is very similar to the switching mechanism discovered by LeComber et al. [3] . In their switching devices, vely small metal shunt paths are formed that act as switchable current paths. Recently, bias-dependent switching on a-Si p+lmetal devices "formed with various metal contacts was attributed to charged metal inclusions [4] . Those authors suggest that V, W, Ni, or CO contacts form different geometrical chains yielding "quantum" or "analog" switching.
In this paper, we discuss the result of applying this type of current transient measurement technique to CdTe cells at three temperatures ( l = 25 . 60, and 90°C). At 25% we see the current transient that is the root of the notorious "voltage transient" that has been the plague of CdTe efficiency measurements and blamed on trapping 111. At 60"C, we see the time constant for the trapping process shrink with the appearance of a new, much slower process, which we attribute to shunting, as we did in the 0-7803-747 1 -1/02/$17.00 02002 IEEE case of the a-Si:H cell. At 90°C. the trapping times become less than a few s and the metastable shunting transient becomes the main feature lasting hundreds of seconds. After repeated voltage stress, full reversibility diminishes, and shunt currents are permanently increased. Current transients in CdTe are the focus of this paper. Before and after each series of transient measurements at each of T = 25,60, and 90°C, an I-V trace was run at each T. The sinusoidal sweep cycle time was 3~min, allowing a quick look at the hysterises loops caused by these transients and any change in shunt currents occurring because of repeated voltage stress at these T. The close space sublimation (CSS) CdTe cells, for which the data in this paper are shown, are a couple of the many studied having different back contact recipes. Data were selected to best exhibn effects of trapping and shunting.
RESULTS

Current-voltage I-V curves
The effect of these transients is to cause hysteresis loops in the current-voltage (I-V) curves shown in Fig:l . The forward bias loop at 25°C is due to trapping effects, which can be seen in the current transients that follow. Note that there is no visible loop at negative voltages, because the traps being emptied of charge have no measurable effect on reverse currents of this size. At T = 60 and 9O"C, hysteresis loops are seen in both directions.
The transient results below show these are due to a second and much slower phenomenon. Also of note is that these curves were measured at the end of all the transient characterizations. The currents at the maximum reverse bias voltage of -0.45V for T = 25. 60, and 90°C are I = -1.6M. -7.2pA, and -19.5@, respectively. At the beginning of the study, these currents were somewhat lower at I = -1.5pA, -1.9pA, and -3.9pA, respectively, showing that some irreversible shunting has occurred during these measurements.
1QO
Translent results at 25'C When the cell bias is repeatedly changed between +0.5 and -0.9 V in a stepwise fashion, as shown in Fig. 2, we see long slow current transient pulses in the forward bias that are controlled by carrier trapping effects. Comparing the Second positive pulse transient. which has a precursor dwell time of 45 s at -0.9 V, to the third, much larger and longer transient, which has a precursor dwell time of 2 h at -0.9V, we see it matters how long the cell was in reverse bias. Either there is a relaxation process stabilizing the trapped charge, or there are many energy levels available for the charge to thermalize in. The trapped charge causes the change in the forward bias current either by modifying the barrier or changing the recombination current. Note that no transient is seen after switching to -0.9V at these time scales up to a period of 2 h, consistent with the absence of a reverse loop in Fig. 1. -11)L it begins to decrease toward a smaller equilibrium value. These produce the loops seen in Fig. 1 . and Since they look like shunt currents. why not call the transients "shunt current transients as for the case of the a-Si cell work [2] ? Fig. 7 shows that the opposite sign behavior exists. This is a CSS CdTe cell havhg a dinerent back contact recipe that includes a 15 s nitridphosphoric acid etch. It is highly shunted and exhibits a very erratic current transient. almost as though current paths are switching between "on-" and "off-states." The on-" and '"off-stepwise changes in Fig. 7 are similar to the behavior seen for a-Si cells in ref. Fig. 7 and for the case of some a-Si cells [2] . Indeed, most CdTe shunt transients are composed of thousands of very small switching events per cm'. each much less than 1 PA. The source of these very small shunt paths could easily be associated with the electromigration of a metal ion like Cu along the many grain boundaries in the CdTe layer. 
CONCLUSIONS
